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First European GaN 
Workshop (EGW- 1 ) 
The preparations for the First European GaN Workshop are complete. A full complement of 
roughly 100 invited scientific participants and an additional 25 exhibitors will convene at 
the Swiss Alp mountaintop resort of Rigi this June 2-4 to discuss the rapidly moving field 
of the GaN-based semiconductors. Full and up to date information for attendees and 
those interested in the concurrent vendor exhibition is available at 
http:llwww.zurich.ibm.comlpublOtherlEGW- 1. 
T 
hree invited and more than 60 contributed papers 
will be presented in seven technical sessions over 
the two day meeting. Equally important, the 
participants will have adequate time to intermingle and 
discuss technical issues in less formal atmospheres 
including an opening cocktail reception on Sunday and 
a rump session Monday night. Participants will also take 
their meals together, and stay in one of four hotels all 
within 100 m of one another. 
As hoped, EGW-1 has drawn attendees from all across 
Europe, including centers of excellence in Poland and 
Russia. A considerable number  of US and Japanese 
scientists will also participate. An invited paper from the 
High Pressure Research Center of Warsaw, Poland, has 
been added to the program. Drs I. Grzegory and M. 
Bockowski will jointly describe high Nz pressure solution 
technique for bulk GaN crystal growth. Prof. Robert Davis 
of North Carolina State University and Dr Vladimir 
Dmitriev of Cree Research will also give invited presenta- 
tions as previously announced. 
The EGW-1 is being organized in cooperation with the 
MRS In ternet  Journa l  o f  N i t r ide  Semiconductor 
Research (MIJ-NSR, http://nsr.mij.mrs.org) and the Eur- 
opean Mater ia ls  Research Society (E-MRS). The MIJ- 
NSR will publish the EGW-1 Proceedings, and will be 
present in Rigi to assist contributors with the electronic 
paper submission process. The Proceedings will also be 
published by the MRS later this year in book form. 
Immediately following EGW-1, the E-MRS is holding 
three days o f  spec ia l  GaN sympos ia  at its Spring 
meeting in St rasbourg,  France. 
More information about the E-MRS meeting can be 
obtained from Prof. Bernard Gil (gil@ges.univ.montp2.fr). 
The close of EGW-1 will be coordinated with the train 
schedules to Strasbourg to ensure that all those who wish 
can attend both meetings in full, and if demand dictates, 
those travelling between meetings can share a reserved 
private train car. 
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